
Roe decision brings us incredible CLARITY on the LUCIFERIANS running the
abortion child sacrifice cult

Description

USA: It’s all the same pool now: the left-wing vaccine pushers, abortion instigators, LGBT 
indoctrinators, child groomers, transgender genital mutilators, pedophiles and luciferians… 
they have become a homogenized group of death cult practitioners who feed on children while 
working to destroy every Christian person or pro-life on planet Earth.

And now in the aftermath of the US Supreme Court overturning Roe vs. Wade, their inner demons
have come out for all the world to see.

Over the weekend, demon-inspired abortion advocates carried out demonstrations of filth and
pedophilia in public, with obese naked men riding bicycles in front of children in Seattle, followed by
“golden showers” urination displays as well as some people eating their feces. Scantily-clad LGBT and
transgender advocates twerked in front of children, while a pregnant woman wrote in black marker,
“Not yet human” on her pronounced baby bump, then displayed it for all the public to see.

The demonism was on full display, even while police in blue cities watched and did nothing. The only
thing remaining is for LGBT luciferians to start sodomizing small children in public while onlookers
cheer and wave rainbow flags. (That won’t be far behind…)

The gift in all this? Clarity.

Decent people can now see that the radical pro-abortion Left is
crazed, demonic and pure evil

Now there is no doubt among decent Americans which side of this fight is steeped in evil. Because
abortion advocates just couldn’t stop at “rare” or “solemn” abortions that were considered a last-ditch
option for unwanted pregnancies. No, they had to celebrate abortions and expand the definition to not
just full term babies but even to kill babies up to 28 days after they’re born.
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To the political Left, abortion is no longer a reluctant, shameful procedure but rather is now something
to be celebrated and even repeated as often as possible. Over 25 prominent corporations in America
— including Disney, Levi’s, Apple, Netflix and more — have even promised to pay for employees’
“abortion vacations” so they can travel to places like New York or Los Angeles to have abortions, with
all expenses paid. So now demonic Leftists can get pregnant and then get paid to take a vacation and
murder their unborn child. This can be repeated ad nauseum because there are no limits on the
corporate “benefits” for abortion tourism.

We will publish the full list of these corporations tomorrow.

The Fourteenth Amendment protected former slaves and now
protects unborn babies

The evil nature of the Left’s true intentions — mass murder, violence, suffering, death and destruction
— is now out in the open for all the world to see. And no reasonable person believes the left-wing lies
anymore… claiming that murdering unborn babies is necessary for “reproductive health” or “human
rights.” Authentic human rights must include the rights of the humans not yet born, for they are
protected by the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, Section 1, which says that no
state may deprive a human being of life, liberty or property without due process.

Abortion ends the life of a unique, conscious, aware and alive human being, yet that human being has
never been indicted, prosecuted or found guilty of anything. To deprive that human being of the right to
life is to violate the Fourteenth Amendment, which was added to the US Constitution following the
heinous human rights violations surrounding slavery in America.

By rejecting the human rights protections of the Fourteenth Amendment, abortion advocates are 
taking this country back to the days of slavery where one group of people could claim “ownership”
(and control) over another group of people. When slaves were not considered to be full human beings,
they were mutilated, raped, abused, bought and sold and sometimes even killed. These actions were
horrific evils that were eventually overturned, just as Roe vs. Wade has been overturned in the name of
human dignity and human rights. Yet today, the abortion zealots want to bring back the very same
violations of human rights, claiming that doctors and mothers-to-be somehow have the right to mutilate
and murder an entire group of human beings (unborn human babies) simply because they find the
existence of those babies to be “inconvenient.”

By this definition from Leftists, any group of people in America who find another group to be
“inconvenient” must therefore — in their twisted logic — have the right to murder those they despise.
This is the pro-abortion argument in a nutshell: That one group of Americans can murder another
group of Americans, and that the federal government must protect this “right to murder” even though it
grossly violates the rights of the individual.
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Thus, overturning Roe vs. Wade was actually one of the most progressive decisions the US Supreme
Court could have possibly rendered. It establishes universal human rights in America, protecting all
human beings from the violence and homicide of others. More importantly, it protects the most
vulnerable in society — infants that are wholly unable to defend themselves against such violence.

As such, overturning Roe vs. Wade protects the ultimate minority — the minority of one.

Left-wing luciferians oppose human rights being expanded to
include those they wish to kill

Never forget that the luciferian Left claims to operate from a philosophical framework of “inclusiveness”
and “tolerance,” yet their proclamations of compassion and human rights never extend to their own
unborn children. Thus, they are discriminatory, not inclusive.

Their “tolerance” isn’t even strong enough to tolerate the life of another conscious human being that
they don’t wish to have around, so they demand the right to kill that individual at will. “On demand,” as
they say.

These are not the philosophical pillars of compassionate, empathetic, inclusive people; they are the
desires of a murderous death cult that allies itself with Lucifer while rejecting Christ and God.

LGBT pushers and abortion advocates are not on the side of good; they are wholly aligned with pure 
evil.

And now, thanks to SCOTUS, we have achieved remarkable clarity on what the abortion / LGBT /
grooming / pedophile Left actually stands for. They are murderers, rapists, pedophiles, groomers and
demons. Their goal is the complete destruction of Christianity and anything smacking of God, which is
why they also enjoy shredding Bibles.

Watch the following video (profanity warning), depicting left-wing abortion advocates / luciferians
shredding a pastor’s Bible while verbally mocking him:

Well-Known Seattle Street Preacher Attacked By Pro-Abortion Antifa Mob Who Destroyed
His Bibles… these people are evil !! Another example of why the 2A is a necessity !!! 
pic.twitter.com/GQYB6Z5wHY

— ShotGunBonnie (@ShotGun_Bonnie) June 25, 2022

And here’s a video of one of the demons expressing extreme rage at the loss of the ability to mass
murder children at will:

Are these people okay? pic.twitter.com/BTBvR9BtZc

— Ian Miles Cheong (@stillgray) June 25, 2022
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https://t.co/BTBvR9BtZc
https://twitter.com/stillgray/status/1540770916401291264?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


Finally, here’s a video of an abortion advocate screaming about how he loves killing babies. (Profanity
warning) “Yes I f’king love killing babies!” he screams:

 

by: Mike Adams
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